
Linear Algebra preliminary Examination
April 2009

Problem 1.

suppose '4 and B are sim'ar matrices. prove the fotowi'e.
a) A and B have the same set of eigenvalues.

b) For each eigenvalue the algebraic multiplicities in A anrl B are the same.
c) For each eigenvalue the geometric multipricities in ,4 and B are the same.

il3]|;*u 
are not allowed to use without proof the Jordan canonicat form

Problem 2.

Suppose an n x n matrix '4 has n distinct positive real eigenvalues. prove that there areexactiy 2' distinct matrices B such that g2 : A.

Problem B.

Let V be an n-dimensional linear vector space and IV : V ___+ Z be a nilpotent map of indexn, i.e., such that l/' : 0 and lrlr,-I + 0.

a) Show ihat the eigenvaiues of ly' are zero.

b) Show that (1-.n/) is invertible. Find (/ _ I/)-1.
c) Show that V has a basis consisting of r, Nn,..., lrtrn_rtrwhere r € V.

Problem 4.

suppose A, B, c, D are n x nmatrices such that Ac : BC and, AD : _BD.suppose that,4 is invertible. prove that rank(C) * rank(D) < n.

Problem 5.

Suppose ?)1,,t)2,...,un are vectors in R'-1 such that ui.ui {0 for all i,I j. prove that thereexist non-negative real numbets c1,c2,..., cn, not all zero, such that

ctut*czuzl...*cnu,:g

Problem 6.

a) Show that if the self-adjoint part of a complex square matrix ,L is positive-definite, then ,4is invertibie and the self-adjoint part of ,4-1 
'! 

positive-definite.

b) Let a be a fixed positive real number. show that if a self-adjoint complex matrix ,,4. ispositive-definire then llwlt < 1, where W : (r _ aA)(r i oa1_r"r"J fi fl-,i I matrix norminduced by the standard Euclidean norm.
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Write solutions to different problems on separate sheets. Use scrap paper first to solve prob-
Ierns and write finai solutions in a legible form taking care of clarity of presentation.

Problem 1. Lei 0 C lR' be an open set. We say that a function / : e -* B" is locally bound,ed,if foreveryr e Q thereis abail B(r,e) c Qsuchthat /is bounded in B(r,e). Notethatwedonot assume continuity of f at any point.

(a) Prove that if f tF.'" --; lR is localIy bounded, then it is bounded in eueryopen ball in IR,.
(b) Give an example of a locally bounded function defined in the unit ball of IR', f : 8,,(0,1) ---+R which is not bounded.

Problem 2. Assume thar / : [0,1] * [0, 1] is a
[0, 1] : /(r) : 1] has measure zero. prove directly
dominated convergence theorem) that

continuous function such that the set {r e
(without using any results like monotone or

11lim In'@,.10 f(n)" dr:0.

6 r, \LProblem 3. (a) Prove that if a ) l and k > l, then \_ (togn)^

(b) Prove that the function ((r) : L,#, r ) 1is infiniiely diferentiable in (t,oo).
Hint: Lrse part (a) to proue e"rt fti:'y"u can ltse part (a) to proue (b), euen i,f you d,o not knowhow to proue (a).

Problem 4' Prove directly (withorfi using the Arzela-Ascoli theorem) thai if a sequence ofIunctions fn,10,1] * lR is equi-continuous and convergent at every point e € [0, 1], then /r, isuniformly convergent on 10, 1] .

Problem 5' suppose thar f € c2(1R.3) is constant in a neighborhood of the boundary of a ballB c IR3. Prove that
t'rI
| | | U,, - fya * "f,,)dv : g.

J,/JB

A: l"til be a symmetric n x n matrix, i.e. aii: aj.i and. Iet f :lR, _* IR be
s-a
) aiirirr. Let,5'-1 be the unit sphere in IR', i.e. ,S'-1 : {r €lR": llzll :i,i:7

r].

(a/

(b)

< oo.

Problem 6. Let

defi.ned by f (r) :

Prove that V/(") :2Ar.
Prove that if fls-_t attains maximum at rs e.,g,-1, i.e. ,f ("0) : 

-:ll, /(r), then rs is an
eigenvector of the matrix .4., i.e. Arg:.\16 for some ) € IR.

Hint: use (a) to proue (b). You can use (a) to proue (b) euen if you d,o not lcnow how to proue
( Ll,l.


